exclusive

OPUS VISITS SHORTLAND SITE
Once again Opus has brought to you, its readers, the inside story of events of interest to students. It is common knowledge that plans have been made for the establishment of Newcastle University at the Shortland site, but who has seen the Shortland site? Opus felt that the university members were being asked to feel enthusiastic about moving to a site which, as far as they knew, might not really exist. Therefore Opus staff felt it was necessary that Shortland be visited and students be informed about it. Unfortunately the staff visit to Shortland could not be said to be an unqualified success; the first time we went rain poured any chances of taking photographs or even seeing the site. The second visit was slightly more successful—we found the site, but in finding the site we also found the swamp, mosquitoes, and lizards, and, of course, the inevitable rain.

The Shortland site offers planners and architects ample scope for originality in the planning and setting out of the buildings. If the buildings are so situated as to preserve as much of the sloping hillside and natural bush, Newcastle University could become one of the most beautiful university sites in Australia. The present access tracks skirt many positions that would be ideally suited for such buildings as the library and the Union Building. However, much of the beauty of the deep ravines which run down to the numerous streams crossing the site will be lost as these have to be filled in or graded over. It is difficult, however, to view the site properly, as the Teachers' College keeps popping in and out of the university sites. Until this is decided it is difficult to look at Shortland with any real foresight.

Local Resident Speaks

While at the Shortland site Opus interviewed one of the oldest and most respected members of the community, asking his views on the establishment of the university in his neighbourhood. He seemed delighted to be asked. In fact it was some time before we managed to finish the interview, parts of which are shown below.

For all my 97 years' residence in Shortland I know to help best on the doors after hours. I suppose I'll even have to send my kids to school. It is such a waste of time and effort.
MOSQUITOES

Shortland Visit

ABSOLU FOR USE?

The Shortland site is one of the few remaining stretches of bushland left in the district. At this time of the year, the wildflowers are in all bloom, and spring growth is everywhere. Bellbirds live in the gum trees. A creek wanders through the site. It is停车位 place to hold a barbecue or picnic.

The whole page is about the Shortland site, its wildflowers, wildlife, and the possibility of using it for a barbecue or picnic. No specific information is extracted for a natural text representation. The inherent knowledge about bushland, wildflowers, and wildlife is used to form the natural text structure.

WEST OF THE WALL

The Dividing Line?

Perhaps a question about the dividing line between the Opposite sub-titles has become social syndrome or is it the reverse? Could we survive on our own or are we all social entities? We may have no

The page is discussing the concept of the dividing line between different social entities and whether we can survive on our own or as a part of society. It questions the nature of social syndrome and the role of society in our survival.

STUDENTS ASKED TO TELL ALL

In the near future students at the Newcastle College are going to be asked to reveal all sorts of secrets relating to their personal lives.

The page is discussing the request by Newcastle College students to reveal all sorts of secrets relating to their personal lives. It mentions the possible implications and consequences of such a request.

JOIN THE CROWD!

Join the crowd!

The page is encouraging students to join the crowd and contribute to their personal lives secret disclosure.